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ABSTRACT
Let M be a Banach algebra with identity.
Theorem A . If A e M is contained in a proper two sided 
ideal of M , then A does not perturb any T e M (A 
perturbs T if the spectrum of T+A is disjoint from 
the spectrum of T) . The converse of Theorem A was 
proved in 1970 by Dyer, Porcelli and Rosenfeld [ 2] in the 
case when M is B(H) , the algebra of all bounded oper­
ator on a Hilbert space H . They also conjectured the 
converse for a 11^ factor. In this paper we prove that 
the converse is true for any W* algebra (Theorem C) and 
that it is false for the shift algebra, the subalgebra of 
B(H) generated by the unilateral shift (Theorem 3).
v
INTRODUCTION
In Chapter I the general Dyer, Porcelli, Rosenfeld 
problem is discussed for Banach algebras with identity. 
Theorem A is proved in this setting and its converse is 
proved for commutative algebras (Theorem 2.2) and for the 
Calkin algebra (Theorem 2.3). The idea for the commutative 
case (namely that if A is invertible then it suffices 
to take T = 0) is implicit in the results for the w* al­
gebras and for the shift algebra.
Chapters II - IV are concerned with the proof of 
Theorem C, that every A e M which is contained in no 
proper two sided ideal of M is perturbing where M is 
a W* algebra, a C* algebra with a predual (Sakai [6]). 
Theorem C follows from Theorem B, a stronger result for a 
Hermitian (self-adjoint) element A of the W* algebra, M . 
The proof of Theorem B is in three steps. First A is 
approximated by a Hermitian element B in a type I sub- 
algebra (Chapter IV). Then a Hermitian element T such 
that iT perturbed by B is constructed in the type I
vi
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subalgebra, and finally the upper semi-continuity of the 
spectrum implies that iT is perturbed by A (Chapter 
V).
Chapter II outlines the proof of Theorem B for the 
finite factors. Lemma 2.1 introduces the matrices Tn
which will be added together to produce T . For n = 2 , 
Tn is the matrix used by Dyer, Porcelli, Rosenfeld and 
Halmos in their proof of Theorem B for B(H) . Using 
Tn , we immediately have a new proof of Theorem B for a 
In factor (n < °°) . The proof of Theorem B in the case 
of a 11^ factor motivates the constructions of Chapters 
III, IV, and V . Combining the proofs of Theorems C and 
A with those in Chapter II, a new proof of the simplicity 
of finite factors may be obtained. (A C* algebra is 
simple if it has no proper closed two sided ideals.)
In Chapter III we introduce a new tool which gene­
ralizes a concept from the classical direct integral de­
composition theory for W* algebras on separable Hilbert 
spaces to arbitrary W* algebras. We discuss its properties 
and we use it to generalize the crucial step in the proof 
of Theorem B for a 11^ factor to a finite W* algebra.
In Chapter IV we prove an approximation property for 
Hermitian elements of W* algebras. Namely, every Hermitian 
element contained in no proper two sided ideal of a
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W* algebra M can be approximated by a Hermitian element 
in a subalgebra which is a finite direct sum of type I 
algebras in a special way (Lemma 4.4). Building up to 
this, we obtain a characterization of Hermitian elements 
in no proper two sided ideal (Lemma 4.1) and two charac­
terizations of projections in no two sided ideal (Lemmas 
4.1 and 4.2) . The proof of Theorem B goes through for 
any C* algebra satisfying an approximation property. The 
shift algebra, for example, has an approximation property 
(Theorem 2).
Chapter V begins with the proof of Theorem B for a
■type In algebra (Lemma 5.1). The idea is to take the
direct integral of a direct sum of copies of the matrix
T obtained in the proof of Theorem B for a I factor, n n
Theorems B and C then follow easily. The idea in the proof 
of Lemma 4.1 is used to start the proof of Theorem C.
Finally Chapter VI shows that Theorem C does not 
generalize to the shift algebra although Theorem B does
generalize to the shift algebra.
Notation. If x^ are elements of a W algebra M ,
2^ x^ will always stand for an internal direct sum, i.e.
x.x = 0 for i / j . 2 ©. x will be reserved for ani 0 i i
external direct sum, i.e., xj_ e 311(1 ^ ®± xi € ^ ®±
(see page 36).
and Aj_Pj_ will stand for the supremum and in-
fimum of {P.)._T . ̂ 1 iel
R, C_ and R+ will stand for the real numbers, the 
complex numbers and the extend reals R+ = R u (-“j00} . 
Finally, R(K) , C_(K) and ,R+ (K) will stand for the con­




M will be a Banach algebra with identity throughout 
this section. An element A e M is called perturoing 
if there exists a T in M such that the spectrum of 
T + A is disjoint from the spectrum of T , that is if
o(T+A) n a(T) = 0 .
If this is the case, we say that A perturbs T .
Theorem A. If A e M is perturbing, then A is con­
tained in no proper two sided ideal of M .
Proof. We will show the contrapositive. Suppose A e M 
is contained in a proper two sided ideal, J , of M . 
Then the closure, J , of J is a proper two sided ideal
of M since M has an identity. Let
p:M -♦ M/J
be the natural projection. Then for all T e M ,
1
<j(T) => o(P(T)) 4 0
and
c(T+A) = o(p(T+A)) = a(p(T))
so that
o(T+A) n a(T) ^ 0 .
Hence A is not perturbing. q.e.d.
The general problem is to determine when the converse 
of Theorem A is ture. The converse is true if M is a 
W* algebra (Theorem C), but false if M is the shift al­
gebra (Theorem 3). The next two theorems show that the 
converse is true for commutative algebras and for the 
Calkin algebra.
Theorem 2.2. If M is commutative, then every element 
contained in no proper two sided ideal of M is pertur­
bing.
Proof. The elements contained in no proper two sided ideal 
of a commutative Banach algebra with identity are exactly 
the invertible ones. On the other hand, if A e M is in­
vertible, then A perturbs the zero of M since
a (A) fl (0} = 0 .
Hence A is perturbing. q.e.d.
Theorem 2.3. Let, N be a Banach algebra with identity
such that every element contained in no proper two sided 
ideal of N is perturbing. Suppose M is the image of 
N under an algebra morphism p:N -* M . If every element 
contained in no proper two sided ideal of M can be lif­
ted to an element contained in no proper two sided ideal 
of N , then every element contained in no proper two 
sided ideal of M is perturbing.
Proof. Let A e M be contained in no proper two sided 
ideal of M . By assumption, there exist T and B in 
N such that p(B) = A and
o(T+B) n o(T) = 0 .
Now a(p(T)) c a(T) and
ct (A+p (T)) c a(B-t-T)
so that
<j(A+p(T)) n cr(p(T)) = 0 .
Hence A is perturbed by p(T) . q.e.d.
Example. Let M be the Calkin algebra and N = B(H) .
Then M and N fulfill the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 
and the conclusion is that the converse of Theorem A is 
true for the Calkin algebra.
Algebras without. Identity
If A is an algebra without identity, then <j(A) is 
the spectrum of A ® 0 in M © C. , the algebra, with 
identity adjoined. Since M is an ideal in M © C_ , 
every element of M has zero in its spectrum. Hence an 
algebra without identity never has any perturbing elements.
CHAPTER II 
SOLUTIONS FOR THE FINITE FACTORS
In this chapter we present the two most basic lemmas 
(Lemma 2.1 and 2.2) for our proof of Theorem B in Chapter 
IV. We use them to sketch the proof of Theorem B when 
M is a finite factor. In this case we prove that for 
every nonzero Hermitian element A of M , there exists 
a Hermitian T e M such that
a(T+iA) n H = 0 .
Let Tn be an n x n matrix with ones down the 
subdiagonal and superdiagonal and \/ith zeros everywhere 
else. Let Pn be an n x n matrix with a one in the 
lower right hand corner and with zeros elsewhere. For 
n = 3 > the pictures are
0 1 0  




0 0 0 
P3 = 0 0 0
0 0 1
(n = 1,2, • • • and = 0 and P1 = 1 .)
Lemma 2.1. The spectrum of T + iP„ has no real num-— — —— —  n n
bers, i.e.
a(Tn+iPn) H R = 0 .
Proof. Let Pn (̂ ) determinant of + iPn - t ,
and let q (t) be the determinant of T - t . Since *̂n' ' n
the determinant is linear in the last row,
pn(t) = qn(t) + iqn-l^^
where we set = 1 •
Expand along the first row and column to ob­
tain tne recursion relation
qn(t) = -%.!<*) - V s t 1)
with initialization qQ(t) = 1 and q^t) = -t .
Now suppose there exists t € cr(Tn + iPn) H R .
Then pn(t;) = 0 and hence qn(t) = qn-l^^ = 0 * Hence 
q^(t) = 0  by the recursion relation, but this contradicts 
qQ(t) = 1 . Hence a(Tn + iP ) n R = 0 • q.e.d.
Remark. An explicit formula for the of the pre-
7
ceeding proof may lie found by tua use of a "generating'"
function, i.e. by finding an analytic function f(z,t)
such that
(°’b  = 'Jn(t) .dz
For |t| < 2 , this yields
sin ((n+l)oos'1(^-)) 
sin (cos (— ))
where 0 < cos ^(x) < tt .
Proof of Theorem B for a I factor.
Let O ^ A = A * e M  = . Pick a basis so that
A is represented by a diagonal matrix. Let 0 4 a e c(A).
Then A is the direct sum of ap^ and A' ,
A = aP © A' n
where A' is invertible, n < k , and n - 1 is the
dimension of ker A . Since A' is invertible,
0 i a (A) . Let T = aTn © 0 . Then
c(T+iA) = cj(aTn + iaPn) U o(iA')
so that
0(T+iA) n R = 0 •
q.e.d.
Notation. The basic constant governing the application
of Lemma 2.1' is
where t e R . < °° by Lemma 2.1.
The reason dn is so important is the following
lemma (Halmos [2], pages 53, 151, 245 and 248).
Lemma 2.2. Let B and C be elements of a Banach algebra 
with identity. Suppose that a(B) n R = 0 and that
| C-B|| < -----   *j—
sup | (B-t) |
t
where t varies over the real numbers, R , then
c(C) D R = 0 .
Proof of Theorem B for a 11^ factor.
Let A be a non-zero Hermitian element of a 11^ 
factor M . Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that 0 and 1 spectrum of A . Let ^ ( ^ H ecR
the spectral family of A where E runs over the Borel
subsets of R . '"dim" will be the von Neumann dimen­
sion function on M .
The construction of T proceeds in six steps:
1) Let m be a positive integer such that
9
dim P[- |  ̂ dim P(| , 1
m 1 5 *
2) Xi6 t € ^ 0 j  an d £ <! *
3) Choose k > ~  and divide P[ -e,e] into mk equi­
valent and orthogonal projections
P^  ̂ (h=l> * * jnij i=lj • • ■ jk)
p[-€,e] = i;hji Phf± .
3 14) Divide P[̂ - , 1 -jj-] into 2k equivalent and orthogo­
nal projections Pf (i=l, • • •, 2k) , P.' ^ P, , , so that1 1 _L y _L
there are 2k numbers a^(i=l,•••,2k) such that
i) P' commutes with A
11) 1 = a0 < al ' "  1  a2k 1 1 | and
iii) P(a1.1,a1) < P' < P[ai.1,a1] 
where i=l,*••,2k .
5) Choose k of {P̂ } such that a.̂ - a^_1 < e and
call them Pn  ̂ (n=m+l and i=l, •••,k) . k such PT
exist for otherwise
2i=l al - ai-l > k € > 2
which contradicts condition ii) on the a^ .
The point is that
and A(1 - i) is invertible in
^  • Eh,iPh,i)M(1 ■ 5 1=1,•••A .
6̂  Let T j have the matrix of T in the basis n,i n
Pl, i* ’'Pn,i * JjQt
T =
Now apply Lemma 2.2 with B = T + i£ aj_pn  ̂ and
C = T + iA (where i = /-l when it is not used as an
index) to obtain
a(T+iA) fl R = 0 .
Lemma 2.2 applies since c(T + ilha.P .) n R = 01 1.
by Lemma 2.1 and
(T-iA) - (T - lEi a ^ p l l
“ HA - = i aiPn , J  *  £ < l f
and
SUP | (T - iS l  .
q.e.d.
In Chapter III we generalize step 4 by replacing the 
numbers a^ with functions on the maximal ideal space 
of M . In Chapter IV (Lemma 4.4, case III) we gene­
ralize the approximation of A by £ a.P . in step 5.1 ii j 1
Step 6 is generalized in Chapter V.
CHAPTER III 
THE DIRECT INTEGRAL THEORY
In this chapter, we are going to develop a direct 
integral theory for the spectral family of a single 
Hermitian element A = A* e M in a W* algebra M .
Lemma 3 is the main result.
Fix A = A* e M and let {P(F) } be its spectral 
family (F runs over the Borel subsets of R) . P is 
a projection valued measure, that is
1) P(0) = 0
2) P(R\E) = 1 - P(E)
3) P( U E ) = v P(E )
n=l n n=l n
4) P(E)P(F) = P(F)P(E) and
5) P(E) is a projection in M
for all Borel subsets E , F , En (n=l, ••*,«>) of R_ .
Let Z be the center of M and let K be the 




is a W*-isomorphism from Z onto the continuous complex 
valued functions on K . If z e Z and m e K , we will 
write z(m) instead of $(z)(m) .
It is well Known (see SaKai, [6]) that K is a 
Stonean space. In other words it is a compact Hausdorff 
space in which the closure of every open set is clopen 
(both closed and open). Furthermore the projections in 
Z correspond to the characteristic functions ^  of the
clopen subsets E of K .
Let n be the inverse of $ ,
£>:C(K) -4 Z .
Definition. If a,b € R+(K) are two continuous func­
tions from K into the extended real numbers g* =
R U {-°°j-h»} , we define
P(a,b) = VE n(xE)P(max a , min b)
E E
where E runs over the clopen subsets of K . We ex­
tend this definition to "half open intervals" and 
"closed intervals'^ by
P[a,«) = 1 - P( a)
P(-«,b] = 1 - P(b,»)
P[a,b] = P[ aj«>)P(-<»,b]
P[a,b) = P[ a,»)P(-°°., b) and
P(a,b] = P(u,oo)p(_oo,b] ,
We view (a,b) , (a,b] , etc. as intervals in the lattice
a _< b o a(m) < b(m) for all m e K .
Remark. If M is a W* algebra on a Hilbert space H , 
and if
is the direct integral decomposition of M over its 
center Z , then
Hence our P(a,b) is a generalization of a concept from 
direct integral theory on separable spaces.
We present thirteen elementary properties of P(a,b) 
which will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.
Properties.
i) If a and b are constant functions on K , 
i.e., if a,b e R , then our new definitions of 
P(a,b) , P(a,b] , etc. agree with the old.





and similarly for the other .Lnvervals.
iii) P(a,b) = P(a,°°)P (-°°, b) .
Proof. Let QE = Q(xE)-P(max a,°°) and Rp =
E
fl(Xp) ‘PC-00,min b) where E and F run over the clopen 
F
subsets of K . Then
P(-»,b)P(a,») = (ve Qe) a (v fQf)
= VE,F^E a
= vE ^(xEnp)1* ^  a * min b) •E F
Taking E = F , we have that
P(-»,b)P(a,«>) > P(a,b) .
On the other hand,
n(xEnP)p(max a' min b)E F
< (̂XFnT?)P(max a' min b)1JJ EOF EOF
so that
P(-~,b)P(-«,a) < P(a,b) .
q.e.d.
Property iii) insures that all the natural algebraic 
properties of P(a,b) will be true. For example,
P[a,b] = 1 - (P(-»,a) v P(b,°°)) .
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For further examples of this principle, see Proper­
ties ix, x, and xi.
iv) If Q e M is a projection which commutes with 
A , then we define a "spectral family''' {PQlF))^^ 
by
(PQ)(F) = P(F)Q .
Strictly speaking, PQ is not the spectral family of 
AQ since PQ(R) = Q ^ 1 but all of our constructions 
and arguments (especially Lemma 3) apply to PQ with 
1 replaced by Q , for example
PQ(-«,b] = Q - PQ(b,oo) .
In particular,
PQ(I) = (PQ)(I)Q
for all our intervals I .
Finally, we note that if B < Q and B commutes 
with (PQ) (I) for all intervals I , then B commutes 
with P(I) for all intervals I and hence with A .
Definition. A continuous function s e R+(K) is called 
simple if it takes on only finitely many values, i.e., if
s = £?=1 a±
for some ai e R+ = R U {-«>,<») and for some partition
(Ei}i=l of K into clopen sets.
*” nv) If s = E a. Xt? is a simple function, then
i=l 1 i
n
P(s,«) = Efl(XE )P(a.,°°) . 
i=l i
The situation is similar for P(I) when I is one of 
the other types of intervals.
vi) Using v) we may restate the definition of
P(a,b) as follows:
P (a, b) = V P(s,s') 
s, s '
where s and s' run over the simple functions such
that a < s and s' < b . Similar results hold for the
other intervals. For example
P[a,b) = v P[ a, s ') 
s'
where s' is simple and s' < b . This is obtained from 
above by using P[ a, b) = P[ a,«)P(-«>,b) .
vii) a < b does not imply that P(-°°,a] c P(-°°,b) .
Hence we must be a little careful when we take complements 
in vi). The result is that
P[ a, b] = aP(s,s ') 
s, s*
where s and s' vary over the simple functions such 
that s < a - € and s' > b + e for some € > 0 .
Proof.
P(a,b) = v P(s,s') 
s,s'
where s,s' run over the simple functions such that 
a + e < s and s' < b-e for some e > 0 . Hence
P[ a,b] = 1 - (P(-°°, a) + P(b,°°))
= 1 - ( v P(-W,s) + P(s',°°)) 
s, s'
where s and s' run over the simple functions such 
that s < a-e and s' > b+e for some e > 0 . Hence
P[a,b] = A (1 - P(-“,s) + P (s',°°))
s, s'
= a P[s,s'] .
s, s'
However, given ŝ  < a-e and s£ > a+e , we can find
* €Sg and Sg such that ŝ  ̂< Sg - — <. a_e and
B1 - S2 + I - a+€ s:i-nce a i®. continuous. Hence 
P[s2,s'] < P(sr  s£) < P[s1,s£]
and
P[ a, b] = a P(s,s')
s, s '
as claimed. q.e.d.
Definition. A finite W* algebra is an algebra with a 
center valued trace, that is a positive linear function 
tr:M Z such that
18
a) l!xtr| < | x|| for all x c M ,
b) (zx)lr =■ z(x1’r for all x € M , z e Z ,
c) (x*x)tr n c 0 X II o
d) x -♦ xtr is continuous in c(M,M*) , the
induced on M by its predual, and 
e) (x*x)^r = (xx*)tr for all x e M .
We note that for two projections P and Q in a
finite W* algebra M , P Q, if and only if Ptr = Qtr
(see Sakai [6]).
viii) If M is a finite W* algebra and tr:M *♦ Z 
is the center valued trace, then
P(-«,a]tr = inf P(-«>, s)tr 
s
where s runs over the simple functions which are greater
than a+e for some e > 0 .
Proof. P(-a>, s) is a decreasing net with P(-°°, a] as 
its greatest lower bound. Hence it converges to P(-»,a] 
in the <j(M, M*) topology (the topology induced on M 
by its predual). But is continuous in the a(M,M*)
topology. Hence property viii) follows from property vii).
q.e,d.
ix) P(a,b) < P[a,b) < P[a,b] .
Proof. P(a,b)P[a,b)
19
- P(a,b)(l - P(-«>,a)P( -°°,b)
= P(a,b) - P(a,b)P(b,a) = P(a,b)
and
P[a,b)P[a,b]
= P[a,b)P[a,~)(l - P(b,»))
= P[a,b)P[a,°°) = P[a,b) .
q.e.d.
x) P[a,a) = 0
Proof. P[a,a) = P(-«,a)(l - P(-°°,a))
= 0 . q.e.d.
xi) If a < b < c , then
P[a,c] = P[ a, b) © P[ b, c] .
Proof. As above we calculate
P[a,b)P[b,c] = 0
and
P[a,c] = P[a,b) + P[b,c] .
q.e.d.
Similarly,
P[a, c] = P[a,b] © P(b, c] .
xii) If M. is a finite factor and tr:M -> Z is the 
center valued trace, then
P[a,b)tr(m) = P[a,b(m))tr(m) .
Proof. Since K is Stonean, there exists an increasing 
sequence of simple functions sn e R+(K) which converges 
uniformly to b . From v),
P[ a,b) = lim P[ a,s ) 
n-*°° n
"t rand by the continuity of ,
lim P[a,s )tr = P[a,b)tr . 
n-*«>
On the other hand,
P[a,sn)tr(m) = P[a,sn(m))tr(m)
so that xii) follows.
xiii) If Q is a projection in M such that 
Q < P[b,b] , then Q commutes with P[ I] for all inter­
vals I .
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
I = [a,c] , a < c . Let z = 0(K) be a maximal central 
projection such that zP[b,b] < zP(I) . Then 
(l-z)P[b,b]P(l) = 0 . But Q commutes with z since 
Q e M . Hence Q commutes with P(I) .
Remark.. P(I) could be extended to a projection valued 
measure on the Borel subsets of K x R . This might 
unify the elementary properties i - xiii , but it would 
delay the presentation of our main result. Lemma 3.
Lemma 3. Let M be a W* algebra with a center valued 
trace
tr:M -♦ Z .
Let P be the spectral family of A = A* € M as usual. 
Let k be a positive integer and let a,b,c be three 
continuous real valued functions on K such that a b 
and
0 < c < $(P[a,b)tr) - e
for some e > 0 . Suppose there exists a projection
S e M , S / 0 , such that Str = ^ . Then there exists
k equivalent orthogonal projections P. e M and k
continuous real valued functions a. on K such thatJ
1) the P . commute with A and are equivalentJ
to S ,
2) a < aj_2 < a^ < b where aQ = a , and
3) p(aj_i'aj) < pj < ptaj-l'ajl
for all j e [1,•••,k) .
Proof. The proof is by induction on j . As our indue-
tion hypothesis we take the conclusions of the lemma and
4) P[ajaj) < e J=1 < P[a,aj] .
To get the induction started, we take aQ = a and
Pq = 0 . (aQ,P0) does not satisfy 1-4 for j=0 so
that the induction hypothesis must be checked separately 
for the case j=l in the following construction.
Fix j such that 1 < j < k and suppose that 
(ai,Pi) have been constructed for 0 < i < j .
Let P' = PQ with Q = 1 - I ~  J P1 as discussed 
in property iv). For j=l , P' = P and P'[a,aj_^) = 
P[a,a) = 0  by property x . For j > 1 and any inter­
val I ,
P'(I) = P(I)(1 - Pi) •
Hence P'[a,a^_1) = 0 from hypothesis 4:
P[aJaJ_1) < E (Zl .
Furthermore, when a^ > aj_j constructed, hypothesis 
4) will imply
P'(aj_l,aJ) = P C a ^ a ^ )
and
P 'taj-l'ajl - P^aj-l,aĵ  '
We will construct (ay pj) satisfying
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1*) Pj < 1 - E ̂ =1 Pi and Pj commutes with P'(l)
for all I and Pjr = .
2 *) aj-;L < a.j < b ,
3') Pj is orthogonal to Pi for i < j and
4') Pla.^aj) < P. < .
Hypothesis l), 2), 3) and 4) follow easily from I 1), 2*),
3') , and 4') and the previous paragraph.
We define
aj(ra) = sup (d e R|p '[ a, d)tr(m) < .
Then P*[a,aj_1(m))tr(m) = P'[ a,aj_1)tr(m) by property
xii) so that P'[ a, a^^(m))tr (m) = 0 and aj_1(m) is
an element of the set in the right hand side of the above
equation. Hence aj_2 < aj which is the first part of
hypothesis 2).
To show that is continuous, we will first show that
4- y»a. = sup [s|s is simple and P'[a, s) + eJ
< for some e > 0} .
This will establish that â  is lower semicontinuous.
Clearly the right hand side is less than or equal to a^ .
To show that a^(m) is less than or equal to the right
hand side (m fixed), we fix d e R such that
P'[ a, d)tr(m) < ^-1 . aj(m) is the sup of such d .
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There exists an e > 0 and a clopen set E containing 
m such that
P'[a,d)tr(n) + e <
for all n e E . Hence
P'[a,dxE - «XEc) + e < g
where Ec is the complement of E (see property v) .
Hence dXE - °°XEc is in the set in the right hand side 
of the equality in question and d = (d*E -00 *Ec) (m) so 
the right hand side is greater than or equal to d . Hence
the right hand side is greater than or equal to a.(m) for
u
all m e K and our equality is established.
Similarly b . is upper semi-continuous whereJ
bj(m) = inf {d € R | P '[ a, d)tr (m) > } .
4- y»But a.(m) = b .(m) since P'[a,d) (m) is a monotonic J <J
function of d . Hence a. is continuous.J
To establish the rest of 2), we will show that 
b(m) is an element of the set in the above equality:





Hence a^fm) = bj(m) < b(m) .
We want to be able to choose
Qj - P "[aj,aj]
such that (P a . n,a.) © Q^)tr = £ • Then P. =J J J & J
P'ta^^a^) © Qj will satisfy hypothesis 1") (see pro­
perty xiii), 3') and 4') .
We have that
p '[aj-i’aj)tr(m) ^ p l aj-rd)tr(ra)
for all d > aj(m) , m e K , by the definition of aj(m) 
and property xii).
Hence by property viii),
P l aj_l*aj] r - p '£aj_raj)
^  k  “ P ^ a j - i ' a j )  r  >  0  •
Since there exists a projection S e M such that 
S = £ , we may choose a projection Qj _< P'[aj_^,aj]
- P'[aj_1,aj) = pltajjaĵ  such that
«jr - f - pT\,-r*j)tr
q.e.d.
CHAPTER IV
AN APPROXIMATION PROPERTY OP W* ALGEBRAS
In this chapter, we use the results of the previous 
chapter to derive an approximation property of W* alge­
bras. Lemma 4.4 is the main result.
Let M be a W* algebra. Let A be a Hermitian 
element of M which is contained in no proper two sided
ideal of M . Let Cp(E)3BcR be the spectral family of
A .
Lemma 4.1. There exists a § > 0 such that
P({x|5 < |x|}) is contained in no proper two sided ideal
of M .
Proof. Suppose that for each positive integer n , the 
smallest two sided ideal Jn containing p((x|^< |x|)) 
is a proper subset of M . Then the norm closure, J , 
of the union of the Jn is a proper subset of M since
M has an identity. Furthermore, J is a two sided
ideal since Jn c Jn+1 > and A e J since
26
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AP({x|^ < I* I}) ■* A in norm. In short
00
A e UJ„ = J g M, 
i=l n ^
which is a contradiction. q.e.d.
Lemma 4.2. Let P be a projection in a W* algebra M 
which is contained in no proper two sided ideal of M . 
Then there exist K partial isometries *W^(i=l,•••,k) 
such that
1 = WJP W* .
Proof. Since P is in no proper two sided ideal,
1 = S? nB.PC,j.= -L 1 1
for some , C. e M .
Let B* = U*|Bj| be the polar decomposition of B* . 
Then U. is a partial isometry from the range projection
-ft #R(Bi) of B^ to the range projection of B^ , i.e.,
U±:R(B*) ~ R(Bi) .
Note that if D and E are positive then R(DE) ^ R(ED) 
by polar decomposition. We have:
RtBjPcp < R( |B*|U^P)
= R(|B*|E(U±P)) ~ R(’((U.jP) |b£| )
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< HfUjP) = R(U1R(B*)P)
~  R(R(B*)P) ~ R(PR(B*)) < P .
We will now construct by induction on i . By
the preceeding paragraph, there is a partial isometry
e M from R(B1PC1) into P . Let w^ = X* . Then
R(B1PC1) = WXPW* .
Suppose X. (j < i < k) have been constructed with J
X. X, orthogonal to X, X. for i / h < i where X, j j h h J
is a partial isometry from R(B1PC.) - Z X. X. intoj j h<j n n
P . Let X. be a partial isometry from R(B.PC.) -JL 1 1
Z X. X. into P (end of induction). Set W, = X, .
j<i
Then WjPWj = W^W* is orthogonal to WiWi for j < i
and
k k *
V R(BiPC.) < Z WiPWi • i=l i-1
Finally,
v k1 = R(z B.PC, ) < V R(B,PC,)
i=l 1 1  i=l 1 x
< z k W.PW*
” i=l 1 1
k  *  'and 1 = Z W, PW, . q.e.d.
i=l 1 1
When M is a properly infinite W* algebra, Lemma 4.2
implies that a projection is contained in no proper two 
sided ideal of M if and only if it is equivalent to the 
identity.
When M is finite, Lemma 4.2 implies that a pro­
jection P e M is in no proper two sided ideal if and
t T'only if P is invertible.
These facts imply Lemma 4.3:
Lemma 4.3. Take 6 and P({x|6 < |x|}) from Lemma 4.1. 
Then there exists p equivalent orthogonal projections 
Ph (h = 1, • ••,p) and a projection R < P^ (R is for 
remainder) such that
i) P(- 2 ' f) = S h Ph ® E 3113
ii) Ph < P([x|6 < P I ) )  •
The proof of Lemma 4.4 requires the classification 
theory of W* algebras. We review the basic definitions 
here. M is finite if it has a center valued trace 
tr:M ■+ Z as defined in Chapter III. M is type 11^ 
if (Ptr|P is a projection] = { z e Z | 0 < z j < l } .  M 
is a finite type I algebra if M is finite but zM is
not type 11^ for all projections z e Z . M is pro­
perly infinite if zM is not finite for all non-zero
projections z e z . Finally M is type I if
(Ptr(m)jP a projection) = | k = 0,•••}n) (m e K) .
We are now ready to prove the approximation property.
Lemma 4.4. For all Hermitian A in M contained in no 
proper two sided ideal of M , there exists a 6 > 0 
and a positive integer m such that for all € > 0 ,
c
e < 2 , there exists a subalgebra N of M and a Her­
mitian element B e N such that
i) | (A-B)1NH < e where 1^ is the projection in 
M which is the identity in N ,
ii) 1^ commutes with A ,
iii) A(1 - 1̂ ) is invertible in (1-1n)M(1-1n) ,
iv) § < |a| for all non-zero eigenvalues a of B,
v) N is a direct sum of type algebras 
(where n < « vaires over a finite set) with trace
tr:N -► Z ,
and
vi) (kernel B)tr < m (range B)tr .
Proof. M is the direct sum of a type II1 , a finite 
type 1, and a properly infinite W* algebra. Hence Lemma 
4.4 follows from these special cases by taking direct 
sums. We will treat the case when M is type I (n < ») 
first as it is the easiest and will be useful in the fi­
nite type I case.
Let § > 0 and m = 4p be taken from Lemmas 4.1
and 4.3. m may be chosen smaller than this in some 
cases and we will do so for the sake of exposition.
Recall that (P(E) is the spectral family of A
Case I: M is type I (n < °°) .
This implies M = Z ® B(C,n) (see Sakai [6]). Let 
m = p+1 . Let Q = P((x|€ > |x| or 6 < |x|)) . Then
N = QMQ is a direct sum of type 1^ algebras (k <. n)
of M (condition v) and
B = AP ((x 16 < | x |)) e N .
i) ||(A-B)1n| < e , ii) 1^ = Q commutes with A , 
iil) A(1-1n) = AP({x| € <  |x| < 6)) is invertible in 
(1-1n )M(1-1n) * and iv) 6 < |a| for all non-zero eigen 
values a of B .
The conclusions of Lemma 4.3*
P({x| |- > j x | }) = 2 © P © R (i=l* • • *,m-l) and
R < P ~ P < P({x| 6 < jx|))
as i* j = 1,*•* * P * imply that
which is condition vi)
Case II: M is properly infinite.
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In this case, we may take m = p = 1 and R = 0 .
If
Let ([ â ] 1)0 a Partition
[- ||A|[,6] U [ s, ||A||] with mesh less than e . By repeated
application of the comparability theorem, we can find x
orthogonal central projections z ; (j=lj‘**jX) such
that £ ©  . z = 1 and (z .P[ a. ., a, ] is totally
d tJ J X"*X X X — X
ordered by < for each j . Let z.P[a. ,a ] be
* *  J J - -1- J
the maximal element in zjP[ a^_^,a^](i=l,•••,k) . Then
z.P[a. .,a,] is contained in no proper two sided ideal 
J J J
of ZjM .
z .P[ a . ,,a .] is equivalent to z . (Lemma ^.3) and
J J J J
Zj is infinite. Hence there exists a partial isometry 
Uj from ZjP[-e,e] into (and not onto) ZjP[aj_1,a^] .
We let Nj be the subalgebra of M generated by
Uj 311(1 zjPtaj-l,aj3 ‘ UjUj •
Nj ~ B(C2) © C
so that Nj is the direct sum of two types In W* alge­
bras. We let
M = NJ
and B = Zj aj ZjP[a^_1,aj] . Then B and N satisfy
i) - v) and B e N . The matrix of z .B in N. is
J J
0 0 0 
0 aj 0
0 0 a . .
Case III: M Is type 11^ .
Let m = 2ptl. Divide P[-e,e] into m equivalent 
orthogonal projections Ph (h=l,•••,m) with P[-€,e] =
I . P, and
h h trptr _ pr-€,e] h “ m
Let k be a positive integer which is large enough so 
that
k e > 6||A|| .
Each P^ may be divided into k equivalent orthogonal 
projections, Ph i (i=l,•••,k) with P[-e,e] =  ̂Ph
and
P tr = p[-eJe3tr h, i mk
To apply Lemma 3, we first note that
gp[-e,.lltr< P((x|6 < |x|})tr - e'
for some e' > 0 . Next we note that there exists a pro 
jection S e M with Str = ‘ —  • In fact*
S = Pj will suffice.
Hence we may apply Lemma 3 to P'= PP({x|g < 1x|)) 
(see property iv) with c = $ — ) f b = ||Af| + 1
a = “| A|| , and k replaced by 2k to obtain 2k con­
tinuous functions a. e R(K) and 2k equivalent ortho-
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gonal projections P* t M (i=l,•••,2k) such that
.1) the p' commute with P'(l) for all intervals
I and P.# tr = —l mk
2) a .<ai_2 ^.a- where aQ = a and
3) P>(a1_1,ai) < Pf < P l a H ,a.] .
Since P'({x|s >|xj)) = P'(||A||,«>) = 0 , we may assume 
 ̂ Iail IIAI without loss of generality.
Hence the P^ commute with A (see property iv).
Approximate the a^ uniformly by simple functions 
in R(K) ,
sup |ai - Sja±J xEj| < f  (J=l,•••,£) 
where the a ^  are chosen so that
6 <  lai J l <  llA H 3X1(1 ai?i <  a i^ •
Set z. = n(x*« ) • Then
J EJ
zjPi — P*-ai-l ~ 3 3 ai + 3  ̂ and
1 " L JZJ *
Fix J . At least half of the intervals [a^_^,a^]
£
3 e
(i=l,•••,2k) have length less than -j for otherwise 
at least half of them have length > -j and
4£A± - 4-i z ¥  > 2iiAn
which contradicts our choice of the . Take k of
the with u^ - a:? , < •£■ and call them z .P„ .J i i 1-1 o j n, i
(n = m+1, i=l,***,k) . Then ||Az.P. .11 < e and z P .
J e.,, i  j  n ,  l
are all equivalent. (i=l,-..,k, h=l,...,n) . Hence for
each j they generate a factor Nj of type
I, . Let kn
and
B = E. . a<? z. P , . i,J i j n,i
Then B e N and i) - v) are clearly satisfied. For vi),
we use that for each j , z.?pv, * (h=l, •••,n , i=l, ***,k)
J 1
are equivalent. Furthermore,
range B = E * . z .P .
J- i J J X1> x
and kernel B = E. . , z.P, . where h = 1, •**,m .i,j,h j h,i
Hence
(kernel B)tr = m(range B)tr
and vi) follows.
Case IV: M is finite type I.
This case is essentially the same as Case III. We 
will outline the differences.
Case I may be applied to the first g terms of the
decomposition 00
M = I $ zn Z ® B(Cn)
n=l
to insure that P({x|g < |x|)) may be divided into k 
parts. Also dividing P[-e,e] into mk (or fewer) parts 
may leave a remainder. This may be taken care of by di­
viding P (fx|g < (x|3) into 2 parts, putting the remainder 
in the second part, and the rest in the first part. This 
requires taking m = 4p to apply Lemma 3. To divide 
P( {x 15 < | x 13) into 2k parts, we need q > =̂ ~ where 
f is the minimum value of $(P({x|§ < |x|))tr) . Since 
we require k e > 6||A|| as in Case III, it suffices to 
choose
to insure that P((x|fi < |x |}) may be divided as desired. 
It is not possible to choose q to insure that P[-e,e] 
may be divided into mk parts, but nothing is lost by
dividing it into fewer parts. q.e.d.
CHAPTER V 
THE SOLUTION FOR A W* ALGEBRA
We first prove a refined version of Theorem B for 
type I algebras.
Lemma 5.1. Let N = Z <8> B(,Cn) be a type I algebra 
(n < o°) with center Z . Let B be a Hermitian element 
of N which is contained in no proper two sided ideal of 
N . Then there exists a Hermitian T in N such that 
c(T+iB) n R = 0 •
Furthermore, suppose that for some positive integer 
m and some 6 > 0 ,
(kernel B)tr < m(range B)tr
and
6 < inf (|a| | a ^ 0 and a e cx(B)) .
Then T may be chosen so that




where d(m,6) is a constant depending on m and 6 but 
not on iB or N .
Proof. Let k = max {dh |h=l,•••,m+l3 where
as defined in Chapter II. Let
d(m,6) = j .
Let K be the maximal ideal space of Z . Then Z 
is isomorphic to the continuous complex valued functions, 
_£.(K) on K and N is isomorphic to the algebra of n x n 
matrices with entries from C,(K) (Sakai [6] 1.22.10, 
1.22.12, and 2.3.2). Using the spectral decomposition of 
B , we may choose a basis for N so that B is repre­
sented by a diagonal matrix.
With these identifications, the center valued trace 
is given by
n(C)tr(t) = trace (C(t))lN
where C e N and C(t) is the matrix obtained by evalua-
"fc X*ting the entries of C at t e K . Hence (range B) (t) 
is the number of non-zero entries in B(t) and
"fc T(kernel B) (t) is the number of zeros along the diago­
nal of B(t) .
For each I. c K , B(t) hay at. least one non-zero
entry since M is contained in no proper two sided ideal
of N . Furthermore for every m zeros along the diago­
nal of B(t) , there is a non-zero entry. Hence we may 
choose a basis for N so that along the diagonal B(t) 
has at most m zeros followed by a non-zero element fol­
lowed by at most m zeros followed by a non-zero element 
and so on.
More precisely, we first partition K into n sets 
^K i )±=0 with
n(ker B)tr(t) = i for t e .
We then divide the matrix XK B into X (m+1) by (m+1)
matrices, one k^ by k^ matrix, and n - (k+X(m+l))
one by one matrices where XK is the characteristic func-
1 ition of K± , X is the greatest integer less than —
and k, - 1 is the remainder i - im . Hence X^ B 
1 Ki
is partitioned into the direct sum of k. . by
J
k, , matrices B. , where k, . < m+1 :ijj i#J ~
B = S B. . .
i,j 1,J
We choose the basis for Xv N 80 that each matrix B, .
i * “
has an entry a. . in the lower right hand corner which
vanishes nowhere on and zeros elsewhere. In other
words if k s k^ j ,
where P, is the matrix of Lemma 2.1. Let T. . = a. .Tv 
in the basis for B. n. and letij j
T = E, , T. . .
Finally 0(B) u {0) is the union of {0} with the
ranges of the a. . . Hence la. (̂s)| > 6 for all
-Lj J J  1
s e implies that
sup | (T+iB-t) _1| 
t
= sup sup | (a 1(s)(Tk+iPk-t))"1| 
i,t,j s e K ± 1,0
< j- sup dh = d(m, 6) .0 h
where h = 1,•••,m+l and k = k. . < m+1 . q.e.d.1-3 U
Theorem B. Let M be a P  algebra. Let A = A* e M be 
contained in no proper two sided ideal of M , Then there 
exists T = T* € M such that
a(T+iA) n & = 0 •
Proof. Take 5 > 0 and m = 4p from the approximation
property, Chapter IV. Let e > 0 , and e <
Then the approximation property supplies us with a 
B e N fulfilling the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1 as well as
satisfying
i) ||(A-B)1n| < e ,
ii) 1^ commutes with A , and
iii) A(1-1n) is invertible in (1-1 )M(1-1N) . 
Applying Lemma 5.1 to B e N , we obtain a T e N such 
that
sup I (T+iB-t)-1! < e . 
t€R
Since l^T = T and 1^ commutes with A ,
T+iA = iA(l-lN) © T+iAljg .
Hence the spectrum of T+iA is the union of the spectrum 
of iA(l-lN) in (1-1n )M(1-1n) and the spectrum of 
T+1A1n in N .
Now A(1-1n) is an invertible Hermitian element of 
(1-1n)M(1-1n) s o  that
o(iA(i-iN)) n R = 0
in (1-1n )M(1-1n) .
On the other hand,
| (T+iAljy) - (T+iB) |
= IKA-Bjy < ' < 4 ^
and
sup | (T+iB-t)-1| < d(m, 6)
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so that
o(T+iAlN) n R = 0
in N by Lemma 2.2. Hence
a(T+iA) n R = 0 .
q.e.d.
Remark. The above proof shows that Theorem B is true for 
any C* algebra M where an approximation property holds.
This does not require the spectral family of A to actually 
be in M . We will prove Theorem 2 in the next chapter 
by showing that the shift algebra satisfies an approxima­
tion property.
Theorem C. Let A e M be an element of a W*algebra M .
Suppose that A is contained in no proper two sided ideal of M.
Then there exists a T e M such that
a(T+A) n a(T) - 0 .
Proof. Let A = A^ + iA2 be the Hermitian decomposition
of A . Let and fP2 Ê^EcR be the sPectral
families of A1 and A2 respectively. Since
A = lim [A,P,({x| e < |x|}) + iApPp((x|e < |x|})]
e-»(T
in the uniform topology and A is contained in no proper 
two sided ideal, there exists an e > 0 such that the ideal
generated by P1((x|e < |x|)) = Qx and P2({x| € < |x|)) = Q2
is all of M . By the comparability theorem, there exists 
a central projection z such that
Z«1 < z«2
and
(l-z)Qi > (l-z)Qg .
Hence zAg (l-z)A^ are contained in no proper two
sided ideal of zM and (l-z)M respectively. By Theo­
rem B, there exists a Tg = Tg* e zM and a 
= T-jl* e (l-z)M such that
a(z(Tg+iA2)) n R = 0
and
CT((l-z)(-iT1+A1)) n iR = 0 
in zM and (l-z)M respectively. Let
T = ztkg+Tg-A^ © i(l-z)(k1-T1-Ag) 
where , kg e R are large enough so that
a(z(kg+T2+iA2)) n iR = 0
and
a((l-z)(i(k1-T1) + Ax)) 0 R = 0 
in zM and (l-z)M respectively. Then





T+A = z(k2+T2+lA2) 
0(l-z)(i(k1-T1) + A1)
c(T+A) n (H u iR) = 0 
o(T) n a (T+A) = 0 .
q.e.d.
CHAPTER VI 
THE SOLUTION FOR THE SHIFT ALGEBRA
The converse of Theorem A fails in the shift algebra
for the unilateral shift (Theorem 3)• The unilateral shift
is not contained in any proper two sided ideal since it is
Fredholm, i.e., the range is closed, the kernel has finite
dimension, and the codimension of the range is finite
(Theorem 1). Furthermore, the analogue of Theorem B is
true in the shift algebra (Theorem 2). The proofs of these
results use the representation of the unilateral shift as
2 1a multiplication operator on the Hardy space H (S ) .
P I  2Let L (S ) be the Hilbert space of L functions on
the unit circle with respect to Lebesgue measure. Let
P I  2H (S ) be the L functions whose negative Fourier coef­
ficients are zero. Let P be the orthogonal projection
2 1 2 1 of L (S ) onto H (S ) . For a continuous complex va­




whore • is pointwlse multiplication and q e H^S1) .
T is the unilateral shift if we define g e .̂(S1) by G 1g(9) = e (we view S as the reals mod 2tt) . The shift
P Ialgebra M is the smallest c subalgebra of B(H (S ))
containing T . There is an exact sequence of C* alge-G
bra homomorphisms
0 -* k !  c / s 1 ) -► 0
p 1where K is the compact operators in B(H (S )) , i is 
inclusion, and 7r(Tf) = f for all f e C/S1) (Douglas 
[1], Theorem 1, p. 7).
Theorem 1. An element A in M is contained in no proper 
two sided ideal of M if and only if A is Fredholm.
Proof. Every nonzero closed two sided ideal of M con­
tains the compacts. Also the closure of a proper two 
sided ideal of M is proper since M has an identity. 
Hence A is contained in no proper two sided ideal of M 
if and only if ir(A) is contained in no proper two sided
ideal of C/S1) and this is true if and only if tt(A) is
invertible. But ir induces C.(Ŝ ) = M/K so that 7r(A) 
is invertible if and only if A is Fredholm by Atkinson's 
theorem [4], q.e.d.
Theorem 2. Given A = A* e M , A contained in no proper
two sided ideal of M , there exists a T = T* e M such
o(T+iA) n R = 0
Proof. We will show M satisfies Lemma 4.4. The proof 
of Theorem B carries over to obtain T with <j(T+iA) n R
So fix A = A* e M contained in no proper two sided 
ideal of M . Let {P (E) jpy-p be the spectral family of 
A , i.e.,
for some 6 > 0 since P([0}) is the projection of
N of M and a B = B* e N which satisfy the conclusions
i) - vi) of Lemma 4.4.
Let a e R be such that [a,a+e] c (-«>,-6] U [6,00) 
and dim P[a,a+e] = «. . Such an a exists since 
p((_oo,_6] y [5,00)) is infinite dimensional.
Let U be a partial isometry from P({0)) into 
P[a,a+e] . u is compact so that U e M . Let be
0 •
00
A = xdP(x) .
A is Fredholm by Theorem 1. Hence A/
invertible and
H2(Ŝ ) onto the kernel of A .  (P({0)) is finite dimen­
sional .)
6Fix e > 0 , e < 75- . We will construct a subalgebra
the C* algebra generated by U . Then is isomorphic
to the two by two matrices. Let N2 be the C*algebra 
generated by P[a,a+e] - UU* . Then
N = © N2 ^ M2 © £
and P[ a, a+e] e N c M . Let
B = aP[a, a+e] .
The matrix of B is
o 0:0I
0 a ; 0 € M © C .'-* ** I " ' "0 0 • a
i) 1N = P((0)) © P[a,a+e] commutes with A ,
ii) ||(A-b)lN| = ||CA-aP[a.a+e])lN| < c ,
iii) A(1-1n) is invertible in (1-1N)M(1-1N) ,
iv) 6 < )a| for the only non-zero eigenvalue a
of B ,
v) N is a direct sum of M2 and £ with center
£ © £ ♦ For a © b e N ,
(a©b)tr = (trace a) © b *
and
vi) (ker B)tr = \ © 0 and (range B)tr = ^ © 1 . 
Hence
(kernel B)tr < (range B)tr .
We need some more structure for the proof of Theorem
3. First of all there is a continuous linear lifting, s , 
iros = id , for the exact sequence
0 ■» K i M I C(K) 0
defined by s(f) = T^ . Secondly we have the following 
relation between the index of the Fredholm operator 
Tj - x (f e £(sl) > x e £L\f(S’1')) and the winding number 
W (f) of f around x :
index (Tf-x) = -Wx(f)
where
index A = dim ker A - codim range A 
for any Fredholm operator A , and
V f > -  w i  d e
for any differentiable function f . This implies that 
a(Tf) c o(Tf+B) for any compact operator B e K , and
a(Tf) = f(S1) U (x|Wx(f) ^ 0} .
(See Douglas [1], Theorem 2, p. 9.)
Theorem 3. For all X € M ,
o(X+Tg) n cr(X) 0 0
where T is the unilateral shift.G
Proof. Fix X e M . From the exact sequence introduced 
earlier,
X = Tf + B
where f *= ir(X) and B = X - Tf e K .
Let h = f+g . We wish to show that
a(Th+B) n a(Tf+B) 4 0 .
By the remarks preceeding the theorem, it suffices to 
show that
[his1) u (x|wx(h) 4 0}] n [f(s1) u fx|wx(f) 4 0)]
is non-null. If the above intersection is null, then
1) ftS1) n M S 1) = 0
2) Wf(yj(h) = 0 for all y e S1 and
3) Wh(x)(f) = 0  for all x e S1 .
We will show that conditions 1), 2) and 3) are in­
consistent by calculating the integral of
2 1 1over the torus T = S x S in two different ways.
First we separate h(S^) and f(S^) by open sets and 
homotop h and f to differentiable functions within 
these open sets so that conditions 1), 2) and 3) are still 
satisfied. In other words, we may assume that h and f 
are differentiable without loss of generality. Then
= 0
where the Fubini theorem was used ([5], P. 140). For the 
other calculation, we introduce the differentiable trans-
pformation U:C -> T defined by (x,y) = U(t,s) where
x = t-s 
y = t+s
and C = {(t, s) e T2|0 < s < tt , 0 < t <  2w) and T2 is 
the Cartesian product of the reals mod 2ir with themselves. 
The Jacobian of U is 2 so that by the change of variables 
formula ([5], p. 174)
r" P= I 4iri ds = 4tt i .
J0
where WQ(h(* - s) - f(• + s)) = 1 since t -» h(t-s) - 
f(t+s) is homotopic to h-f = g in C\(0) , and
W0 (g) = 1 . q . e . d .
Remarks. The integral in the above proof (due to Dr.
L. Eifler) is a cohomology version of the original proof 
which applied the first homology functor to the
diagram
1 A 1 1s -» s x s -♦ c\chjf x £\°f,h ■* ^ t0}
1------------------- l _ g_— ’----- i
where Ch f is the component of CXhfS1) containing 
, A the diagonal map a (x ) = (x,x) ,
hxf(x,y) = (h(x),f(y)) , and - (x,y) = x-y . The point
is that H^g) 0 but
^(hxf) = %(h) ® H0(f) + H0(h) ® H^f)
= 0
since H^h) = Hj(f) = 0 ([3], p. 193-198).
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